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 ABSTRACT

This publication prensents an overview of how the structure of the economy correlates with the consumption
of energy and emission of air pollutants. Energy consumption and air emissions are examined both by industry
and by commodity. The examination focuses on the amounts of energy consumed and air emissions generated
by various industries. So that different industries could be compared with each other, each industry’s energy
consumption and air emissions are proportioned to the value added that industry produces. The amounts of
energy tied up and emissions released throughout the production processes of commodities are also examined.
The energy consumption and air emissions relating to the commodities have been rendered comparable with
each other by examining them in proportion to the industry’s total value of production. A further area of study
is the distribution of the commodities’ final use between different groups: private consumption, public
consumption, capital formation and export.

The research method used was the input-output model of the national economy, which describes how
commodities flow between different industries and are divided between the main final product user groups. The
model shows what proportion of each industry’s production has been tied up in the production process of each
final product commodity. The total energy tied up in the final product commodities and the corresponding air
emissions can then be established from this. Finally, the study also shows how the energy consumed in the
production of the commodities is, in the final analysis, tied up with the structures of their final use. The study
is based on data from 1993 and is a sequel to its predecessor based on data for 1990.
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ANNEX 2 

THE MATHEMATICS OF INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS
This Annex describes the link between the analysis of energy and emissions and input/output analysis.

1 Commodity flows
Symbols used:
x = n-vector, total output by branch;
m = n-vector, imports by importing branch;
A = n x n matrix, branch by branch matrix of intermediate consumption input coefficients;

the element ij in matrix A shows how much of branch i’s output is used as input by branch j per 
unit output;

y = n-vector, final consumption of the branches’ products. This can be broken down further into 
the following GDP components:

yC = private consumption by branch of production, which is further made up of consumption expenditure 
by households and to a small extent of intermediate consumption by private non profit institutions;

yG = public intermediate consumption;
yI = gross fixed capital formation by branch of production ("investment");
yV = changes in inventories + statistical error, and
yE = exports.

The basic formula for input/output analysis – the commodity flow balance sheet – takes the form:

1) x+m = Ax+y = Ax+yC+yG+yI+yV+yE,

where the left side, x + m, is the total supply of commodities by branch and the right side is the total demand
for commodities. This basic formula can also be written in the form:

2) x = Ax+y-m = Ax+yC+yG+yI+yV+yE -m.

Gross domestic product is made up of the following items:

3) GDP=C+G+I+V+E-M.

The vectors yC, yG, yI, yV, yE, -m show the commodity content of the GDP components at producer’s prices
but do not correspond to the value of the GDP components, since these also include other cost components such
as labour costs, repayments on capital, taxes etc.

Equation (1) yields the following for total output x:

4) x  = (I-A)-1 (y-m)  <=>  x = B (y-m),

where B =(I - A)-1 is the inverse Leontief matrix. The element ij shows how much of branch i’s output is entirely
accounted for, directly or indirectly, by the production by branch j of one unit of its final output.

Equation (4) also yields:

5) x = B (y-m)
= B (yC+yG+yI+yV+yE -m)
= ByC+ByG+ByI+ByV+ByE -Bm
= xC+xG+xI+xV+xE-xM,
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hence:

6) x = xC+xG+xI+xV+xE-xM,

i.e. total output by a branch is broken down on the basis of how much of the branch’s output is entirely ac-
counted for, directly or indirectly, by each of the GDP components. The breakdown of the use of total output
xC, xG, xI, xV, xE, -xM can also be obtained directly by means of the matrix operation:

7) [xC+xG+xI+xV+xE, -xM] = [yC+yG+yI+yV+yE, -m].

2 Basic inputs
The analysis is now extended to include energy and emissions, where

P = the m x n matrix of energy input and emission coefficients by branch, in which the rows m 
show the types of energy input and emission coefficients and the columns n show the branches.

This can be expressed more concisely and more generally as:

P = the m x n matrix of the basic input coefficients.

The total basic inputs can be calculated directly as the product of total output and the matrix P:

8) p = Px,

where p is the total amount of basic inputs per type, the m-vector.
By combining (8) and (5) we obtain:

9) p = Px=PB(y-m) = PB (yC+yG+yI+yV+yE -m)
= PByC+PByG+PByI+PByV+PByE- PBm
= pC+pG+pI+pV+pE -pM,

in which the basic inputs are divided over the various GDP components on the basis of how much of the basic
inputs are used in the production of each of the components.
The breakdown can be obtained directly in tabular form by applying the matrix equation:

10) [pC,pG,pI,pV,pE, -pM] = PB [yC,yG,yI,yV,yE, -m].

The final consumption vectors are combined to produce the matrices:

PY =[pC,pG,pI,pV,pE]
Y =[yC,yG,yI,yV,yE]. 

Equation (10) is then condensed to read:

10)  [PY, -pM] = PB[Y, -m].

The matrix product PB, which is an m x n matrix, is interesting in itself. The element hj shows how much of
the basic input h is directly or indirectly accounted for by a unit of branch j’s output.

3 Indigenous production and imports
In the input/output tables, commodity flows are divided into indigenous production and imports. For the sake

of clarity, this distinction was not yet made in Sections 1 and 2. However it provides vital additional information,
particularly for the analysis of basic inputs.
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Further information is collected on the components of the import figures considered so far:
m = imports by branch of production, n vector;
xM = amounts per branch of indigenous products directly or indirectly replaced by imports, n vector;
pM = amounts of indigenous basic inputs replaced by imports, m vector.

Indigenous commodities are indicated below by a superscript D and imported commodities by a superscript M.
The commodity flows are distinguished as follows:

A = AD + AM: division of the input coefficients matrix into indigenous and imported inputs;

y = yD + yM: breakdown of final consumption into indigenous products and imports;
the breakdown can be made separately for each item of final consumption.

The basic equation (1) now takes the form:

11) x+m = (AD+AM)x+(yD+yM)=(AD+yD)+(AMx+yM),

which can be divided into indigenous and imported commodity flows:

12) x =ADx+YD

and
13) m =AMx+YM.

Indigenous production can be determined from equation (12) by applying the method used in equation (4):

14) x = (I-AD)-1yD <=> x=BDyD,

where BD is now the inverse Leontief matrix of indigenous inputs.

The basic inputs contained in the GDP components can determined by dividing up equation (14) in the same
way as (9):

15) p = PBDyD=PBD(yDC+yDG+yDI+yDV+yDE)
= PBDyDC+PBDyDG+PBDyDI+PBDyDV+PBDyDE

= pDC+pDG+pDI+pDV+pDE.

There is no analytical tool of the inverse Leontief variety for imports separately. Since there are no simultaneous
dependent variables in the imports equation (13), it is an explicit function. The indirect effects of imports can
be included in the analysis only in conjunction with the indigenous commodity flows, as in Sections 1 and 2.
The separate effects of imports can be determined as the difference between the results of the total analysis and
of the separate analysis of indigenous commodity flows. (This is true of input/output analysis in general: indirect
effects cannot be determined directly from the formulae but only as the difference between total effects and
direct effects.)

Equation (9) is rewritten in the form:

16) p = PBy = PB (yC+yG+yI+yV+yE-m)
= PByC+PByG+PByI+PByV+PByE -PBm
= pC+pG+pI+pV+pE -pM.

The inverse Leontief matrix B and the final consumption vectors y in equation (16) now also contain
imported inputs.
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In equation (16), the result P comprises the basic inputs used in Finland, i.e. the same as in equation (15),
which contained only indigenous commodity flows. This is because on the right side of equation (16) impor-
ted indirect basic inputs are subtracted – in other words:

17) pM = PBm.

What imported indirect basic inputs actually comprise demands closer interpretation. In equation (17), both
the basic input coefficients P and the coefficients in the inverse Leontief matrix have been estimated on the
basis of Finland’s economy. The imported indirect basic inputs (17) can therefore be interpreted in two ways:

• Imported indirect basic inputs = how much imports offset the need for indigenous basic inputs - in other
words, how much more basic inputs would be required if imports were replaced by indigenous production.

• Imported indirect basic inputs = the use of basic inputs in other countries caused by imports if the 
production methods applied are exactly the same as in Finland.

Thus even if imported indirect basic inputs are purely calculated amounts, they bear two different very rea-
sonable interpretations.

The result of equation (16) is rewritten as:

18) p+pM=pC+pG+pI+pV+pE.

p + pM in equation (18) is the sum of indigenous and imported indirect basic inputs, and the right side shows
how this is distributed over the various GDP components. The imported indirect basic inputs to the GDP
components can be determined as the difference between equations (18) and (15):

19) pM = (p+pM) - p= (pC+pG+pI+pV+pE) - (pDC+pDG+pDI+pDV+pDE)
= (pC -pDC) + (pG -pDG) + (pI -pDI) + (pV -pDV) + (pE -pDE)
= pMC+pMG+pMI+pMV+pME.

4 Analysis of groups of household consumer goods
Intermediate consumption by non profit institutions can be eliminated from the private final consumption

vector yC to leave the value at producer’s prices of the goods, by branch of production, which make up household
consumption expenditure. Household consumption expenditure is otherwise recorded by group of consumer
commodities at purchaser’s prices. Let this be vector c.

There are no directly corresponding elements in vectors yC and c: for example, the group household
appliances includes, at producer prices, products of the branches manufacture of wood products, manufacture
of metal products and manufacture of textiles. In addition to these, the group of consumer goods at purchaser’s
prices includes trade margins on furniture and indirect taxes.

However, drawing up the input/output tables involves constructing a conversion matrix AC, which converts
the basket of consumer goods at purchaser’s prices to products by branch at producer’s prices:

20) yC = ACc.

The basket of consumer goods can be further broken down into indigenous and imported products:

21) yDC+yMC = (ADC+AMC)c=ADCc+AMCc.

By combining equations (15) and (21), we can now determine the indigenous basic inputs in the groups of
household consumer commodities:

22) pDC=PBDyDC =PBDADCc,

and similarly the matrix of indigenous basic input coefficients of consumer commodities:

23) PDC =PBDADC.
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Equations (16) and (20) yield the indirect indigenous and imported basic inputs:

24) pC =PByC =PBACc,

and the matrix of basic input coefficients:

25) PC =PBAC.

5 Summary of formulae
The formulae for the various basic inputs are as follows:

Basic input coefficients by branch
Cumulative coefficients

P = coefficients of indigenous direct basic inputs by branch;
PXD= PBD = P(I-AD)-1 coefficients of indigenous direct and indirect basic inputs;
PX = PB = P(I-A)-1 direct and indirect coefficients of indigenous and imported basic inputs.

Additive coefficients:
P direct
PXD-P indirect indigenous
PX -PXD indirect imported

Total:

PX =P+(PXD-P)+(PX-PXD)

Basic inputs in GDP components

Y = [yC,yG,yI,yV,yE ,YD] = [yDC,yDG,yDI,yDV,yDEYD]
PY = [pC,pG,pI,pV,pEPDY] = [pDC,pDG,pDI,pDV,pDE]

hence

PDY =PBDYD indigenous basic inputs in GDP components
PY = PBY indigenous and imported indirect basic inputs in GDP components
PMY =PY -PDY imported indirect basic inputs in GDP components

Basic inputs in household consumption expenditure
Basic inputs:

PDC=PBDADC indigenous basic inputs
PC =PBAC indigenous and imported indirect basic inputs
PMC =pC -pDC imported indirect basic inputs

Basic input coefficients:

PDC =PBDADC indigenous basic input coefficients
PC =PBAC indigenous and imported indirect basic input coefficients
PMC =pC -pDC imported indirect basic input coefficients
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6 Changes to the input/output model
In the formulae given above we have disregarded the additional problem that results from direct use of basic

inputs in final products. Of course, direct basic inputs in final products can be added later to the final
consumption groups, but this runs counter to the basic logic of input/output analysis and entails extra
calculations. In the subsequent calculations, therefore, the following changes have been made to the basic
structure of the input/output model based on the national accounts.

The direct consumption of energy by housing included in household consumption expenditure – in the form
of both basic inputs and intermediate consumption measured in FIM – has been transferred in its entirety to the
housing ownership branch.

The total output, intermediate consumption and basic inputs of public services and non profit institutions
have been transferred from final products to the columns and rows of the input coefficient matrix. Sales of
commodities (as negative amounts) and the link with total output remain in the corresponding final use columns.
This also makes it possible to establish the connection between the total output of these branches and
consumption expenditure determined as a GDP component.

However, there is still one type of energy use which cannot be linked to use by any branch - i.e. direct
purchases of fuels for private vehicles. In the calculations these are added later to household expenditure
consumption.
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